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Free Resources for preschool and elementary age children: 

Earlyknowledgeforkids.org has many useful resources for parents to use 
with their young children. 

Teach your kids about science and social studies with a free preschool and 
kindergarten Science and Social Studies Curriculum. 

Download a free monthly educational magazine in PDF format. 

Introduce your kids to geography with Geo Books. 

Download free educational stories with comprehension questions. 

Download a math facts workbook. 

Download multipage worksheets that include information and practice pages. 
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Parts of a Cell Review 
You probably remember that cells are the building blocks of life. They are kind of like lego 
blocks. They can be used to build plants and animals. Cells are so tiny; they can only be seen 
under microscopes. You bones, blood and muscles are made from different kinds of cells. Cells 
have parts called organelles. 

You may remember that lysosomes break down things the cell needs and they protect the cell 
from things that might harm it.  

Mitochondria are like little power stations. They make energy for the cell.  

 

Membranes are a little like water balloons. They hold everything inside the cell. The 
membrane is like a guard. It decides what can enter and leave a cell. It is semipermeable, 
which means it allows some things to go through the membrane but blocks others.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zafJKbMPA8�
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Chemistry 
Corner 

Atoms are the building blocks of 
everything. They get together to form 
matter. Everything in the universe, 
including people, is made up of 
atoms. 

Atoms have three important parts. 
They are protons, neutrons and 
electrons. 

 

Elements are atoms of one type. An 
element could be all oxygen atoms or 
all helium atoms. They are listed on 
the Periodic Table. 

 

When elements get together they 
make up molecules. Water or H2O is 
probably the best known molecule. 
The H2 refers to 2 Hydrogen atoms. 
The O refers to 1 Oxygen atom. When 
the 2 Hydrogen atoms and 1 Oxygen 
atom are put together they make a 
molecule of water. 

What Do They Eat? 

See the carnivore eat his meat 
For the herbivore, plants can't be 
beat 
The omnivore just doesn't care 
Both meat and plants are daily fare 

Which one is the carnivore, herbivore or 
omnivore? 

 

 

http://www.cookie.com/kids/games/food-chain.html�
http://openclipart.org/people/johnny_automatic/johnny_automatic_jogging_boy.svg�
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Physics Corner

 

Do you remember Isaac Newton? He 
was a famous scientist. He came up with 
the Three Laws of Motion, which explain 

how forces act on an object. 

A force can cause things to move. 
When you kick a ball, you are applying 
a force to the ball. Newton figured out 

that a force called gravity keeps 
planets orbiting around the sun. 

 

 

Newton used a prism to split white light 
into the colors of the rainbow. This is 

called a spectrum. A prism is a piece of 
glass that bends light to separate it. 

Water droplets are natural prisms that 
make rainbows in the sky. 

 
 

Newton developed a kind of math 
called Calculus, which deals with 

moving objects. You may remember 
that motion in very important in the 

science of physics because everything in 
the universe is in motion. Mechanics is 

a branch of physics that studies motion. 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vk6Hd8LAv9k�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHMH0uQDEOU&feature=related�
http://openclipart.org/people/johnny_automatic/johnny_automatic_perpetual_motion_device.svg�
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The International Space 
Station (IIS) 

 

International Space Station (IIS) 
Photo Credit: NASA 

The International Space Station (ISS) is an artificial satellite that people can live in. It orbits the 
Earth 16 times every day. It is called international because 16 different countries were 
involved in its development.  

Astronauts live in the space station for six months. They carry out various scientific 
experiments while they are there. The astronauts live and work in weightless conditions. They 
float around. This is called weightlessness. Weightlessness is also called zero-g or zero-gravity. 
Many scientists prefer the term micro-gravity. Astronauts travel to and from the space station 
in Russian Soyuz spacecraft. 

 

Soyuz Spacecraft  
Photo Credit: NASA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgBgmw-2U8c�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lgAV1_-uC8�
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A Soyuz spacecraft approaches the International Space Station, Photo Credit: NASA 

Unmanned supply ships, like the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Automated Transfer Vehicle 
(ATV) bring necessary supplies like food, fuel and experiments. Each ATV is launched by a 
rocket. They must travel through space for five days to reach the space station. They dock with 
the station until the supplies are unloaded. When they undock they burn up in the Earth’s 
atmosphere. 

 

 

Download instructions to build a 
model ATV 

European Automated Transfer Vehicle 
Photo Credit: European Space Agency (ESA) 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6L4_Y6F-bU�
http://download.esa.int/HSO/ATV/Build_your_own_ATV.pdf�
http://download.esa.int/HSO/ATV/Build_your_own_ATV.pdf�
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James Madison was the fourth 
president of the United States. 
Like the first three presidents 
George Washington, John Adams 
and Thomas Jefferson, Madison 
was part of the revolution that 
led to freedom from Britain. He 
was part of the Continental 
Congress. 

The Continental Congress was a 
group with representative from 
each colony that came together 
to fight for the rights of the 
colonies. They did not like how 
the British king was treating the colonists.  

Madison wrote most of the US Constitution. The Constitution 
explains how the US government should work. He was also 
involved in writing the Federalist Papers. The Federalist Papers 
were written to gain public support for approval of the 
Constitution. 

Madison was the president when the War of 1812 broke out. The 
British were taking American ships and forcing American sailors 
to work on British ships. The war went badly for the US. British 
soldiers even burned down the White House. Later on, the British 
and Americans signed a treaty to end the war. A treaty is an 
agreement. 

James Madison had a wife named Dolly. She was very popular 
and well-liked. She had a son from her first marriage. They didn’t 
have any other children.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5NWYSU0qhQ�
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Aesop’s Fable: The Lion and the Mouse 

Once upon a time, a mouse ran over the paw of a sleeping lion and woke him up. The lion was 
angry because he had been awakened so soon.  He picked up the mouse to eat him. "Please,” 
begged the Mouse. "If you let me go, I won’t forget it. I may be able to do something for you 
some day." 

The lion laughed. How could a little mouse help a 
great big lion like him? He decided to let the little 
mouse go. Later the mouse heard terrible roars. He 
went to see what was wrong. He saw the lion trapped 
in a hunter’s net. The mouse quickly scampered over 
and gnawed the ropes that trapped the lion. Soon the 
lion was free. 

Moral: Even little friends can be a big help 

 

Famous Landmarks: Machu Picchu 
 

Machu Picchu is the ruins of a city built in 
the Andes Mountains by the Inca people. It 
is located in Peru. It was part of the vast Inca 
Empire. It is one of the most important 
historical sites in South America. Machu 
Picchu had agricultural, housing, and 
religious areas. One of the religious areas 
was the Temple of the Sun, which honored 
Inti the Sun God. 
 
The city was abandoned when the Spanish 
defeated the Incans. Historians believe that 

the Spanish Conquistadors never found out about Machu Picchu. The city is difficult to reach. 
It is a long climb up the Inca Trail. Old watchtowers and checkpoints still line the trail. Walking 
the whole Inca Trail would take four days. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eh2NU0mjrc�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoJMk2cd8x8�
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Continents: Asia 

Asia is the largest continent on Earth. It also 
has the most people. The number of people 
who live in a place is called the population. 
Half of the world’s population lives in Asia. 
Two countries in Asia have populations of 
more than a billion people. They are China 
and India.  

Asia has a large desert called the Gobi. It 
covers large parts of China and Mongolia. 
The longest river in Asia is the Yangtze 
River. It is also the third longest river in the 
world, after the Nile in Egypt and the 
Amazon River in South America. 

Asia has a lot of jungles and rainforests. The 
Bengal tiger is one jungle animal that lives 
in India, Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal. The 
Bengal tiger is an endangered animal. This 
means it is at risk of becoming extinct.  

India 

China 

http://www.cookie.com/kids/games/continents.html�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBAnI31VTNY�
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The tallest mountain in the world is 
called Mount Everest. It is part of a 
huge mountain range called the 
Himalayas. The Himalayas cross 
Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, China, 
India, Nepal and Pakistan.  

People often refer to parts of Asia as 
the Far East, Middle East, Central Asia and Southeast Asia.  

The Far East is where countries like China, Japan and India are.  

Turkey, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel and Syria are in the Middle East.  

Central Asia is in the North. Some countries are Kazakhstan and 
Uzbekistan.  

Some countries in Southeast Asia are Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia and the 
Philippines.  

Turkey 
 

Thailand 

Alphabetical States
There are 50 states in the USA. Go to the next page and find the states that 
begin with the letters D, F, G and H. They are Delaware, Florida, Georgia and 
Hawaii. 
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High in the Mountains 
In 1953, Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay 
were the first people to reach the summit or top 
of Mount Everest. People who want to climb 
Mount Everest often start in Nepal. Local people 
called Sherpa often help with the climb. Tenzing 
Norgay was a Sherpa. 

The Sherpa live high in mountainous areas, so 
they are used to climbing. They know the 
mountains very well. The Sherpa have also 
adapted to living in high areas or high altitudes 
where lack of oxygen is a problem. People need 
to breathe oxygen to be healthy.  

Climbing very tall mountains can be dangerous 
due to a lack of oxygen at higher altitudes. Climbers can suddenly become very ill. Their brains 
can start to swell. This is called cerebral edema. They get severe headaches and become dizzy.  

Climbers who suddenly feel ill need to descend very quickly because cerebral edema can be 
deadly. Many mountain climbers do die on the 
mountains. Feeling ill at higher altitudes is called 
altitude sickness. 

Yet the Sherpa people in the Himalayas can 
easily live at high altitudes that can cause 
altitude sickness or even kill other people. The 
lack of oxygen doesn’t harm them. They have 
adapted to the environment. This is why the 
Sherpa are so helpful to mountain climbers from 
other countries. However, even the Sherpa need 
oxygen tanks at the highest levels of Mount 
Everest. 

 

Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay 
Image Credit: Horowhenua Historical Society, Inc. 

Sherpa Pasang Norbu and Polish Mount Climber Andrzej Heinrich 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56nWTyDTLZc&feature=related�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmcE4FOUh8w�
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The Nutcracker Ballet 
The Nutcracker is a famous ballet that is often performed around Christmastime. The story is 
based on a book called The Nutcracker and the Mouse King. The music was written by a 
famous Russian composer named Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. The music from the Nutcracker is 

very popular. You may be 
familiar with some of it already. 

The Nutcracker is a two-act 
ballet. In the first act, a girl 
named Clara receives a 
nutcracker as a gift. That night 
she dreams that the mouse king 
and an army of mice invade her 
living room. The nutcracker and 
toy soldiers come to life to 
battle the mice.  

In the second act, Clara visits 
the Land of Sweets and meets the Sugar Plum Fairy. Clara watches various dances including 
the Spanish Dance, the Russian Dance and the Waltz of Flowers. The ballet ends with a Pas De 
Deux. Pas De Deux means “step of two.” In this dance, a ballerina partners with a male dancer. 
In The Nutcracker, the Sugar Plum Fairy dances with 
a character called the cavalier. 

The Nutcracker is one of the most famous ballets in 
the world now. But it wasn’t popular when it was first 
performed in Russia. It was performed for the first 
time in the United States about 50 years later. 
George Balanchine, of the New York City Ballet, 
created the version that is most popular today. 

Photo from the original production of “The Nutcracker” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGkWczs4_lc�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_xfepdYnZQ&�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYanCpTyriU�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_13kRdRAyc&feature=related�
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This picture is an example of Byzantine art. The Byzantine Empire or Byzantium 
was the Eastern part of the Roman Empire. A lot of Byzantine art was religious. 
This is a picture of Jesus, the founder of the Christian religion. It is a mosaic made 
with stone and glass on a wooden panel. A mosaic is made by arranging small 
pieces of colored stone, tile, or glass to form a picture. 

This kind of picture is called an icon. Many Byzantine icons were destroyed by 
people called iconoclasts. There were two periods in the Byzantine Empire when 
emperors decided to ban icons. Mobs of iconoclasts stormed churches and 
monasteries. They destroyed thousands of icons because they believed that 
making images of holy people was wrong and went against the teachings of the 
Bible. The Bible is the Christian holy book. People could not stop the iconoclasts 
because they were supported by the emperor. The destruction continued until a 
new emperor who opposed iconoclasm came to power. 
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Edward Lear was a poet from England. He 
is famous for writing nonsense poems. He 
actually published a book called A Book of 
Nonsense. 

Lear was the 21st child born into his family. 
He had a sad upbringing because his 
mother had no time for him. He was raised 
by his older sisters. He went to live with his 
sister Ann in London and made money 
selling drawings. 

People loved his drawings. He started 
writing funny poems to make people happy. 
He also enjoyed doing landscape paintings. 

 

 
 

Edward Lear’s drawings of 
birds were very popular 

 
 

Lear’s painting of a scene in Italy 
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The Owl and the Pussy Cat 

By Edward Lear 

I 

The Owl and the Pussy-cat went to 
sea  
In a beautiful pea green boat,  
They took some honey, and plenty 
of money,  
Wrapped up in a five pound note. 
The Owl looked up to the stars 
above, 
And sang to a small guitar,  
‘O lovely Pussy! O Pussy my love, 
What a beautiful Pussy you are, 
You are, 
You are! 
What a beautiful Pussy you are!’ 

 

II 

Pussy said to the Owl, ‘You elegant 
fowl!  
How charmingly sweet you sing! 
O let us be married! too long we 
have tarried: 
But what shall we do for a ring?’ 
They sailed away, for a year and a 
day, 
To the land where the Bong-tree 
grows 
And there in a wood a Piggy-wig 

stood 
With a ring at the end of his nose, 
His nose, 
His nose, 
With a ring at the end of his nose. 

 

III 

‘Dear pig, are you willing to sell for 
one shilling 
Your ring?’ Said the Piggy, ‘I will.’ 
So they took it away, and were 
married next day 
By the Turkey who lives on the hill. 
They dined on mince, and slices of 
quince, 
Which they ate with a runcible 
spoon; 
And hand in hand, on the edge of 
the sand, 
They danced by the light of the 
moon, 
The moon, 
The moon, 
They danced by the light of the 
moon.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klhOLwtlKiM&feature=fvwrel�
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The Neolithic 

 

You may remember that early people were hunter gatherers. They used to hunt for food and 
gather wild foods like berries. They were nomads who followed animals wherever they moved. 

Then people started farming in Mesopotamia, North Africa and an area called Asia Minor. 
People started planting seeds and growing their own food. They planted crops like wheat and 
barley. They domesticated or tamed animals like goats and sheep, which provided meat and 
wool. Later, they domesticated cattle and pigs. People built homes. Settlements grew. 

Settling down and staying in the same area allowed people to spend more 
time learning and 
developing important 
skills. They learned how 
to make cloth and sew. 
They learned how to 

weave baskets and make pottery. They 
improved their tool making skills. When 
settlements became very large, they could 
support people who made useful items 
fulltime. 

This period is called the Neolithic or New 
Stone Age. The Neolithic began in different 
parts of the world at different times as more hunter gatherers turned to farming. 

Part of a Neolithic settlement in Orkney, Scotland 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYbDJF_gMtw&feature=related�
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Freight Trains 
If you live close to a railway line, you probably often see trains filled with huge rectangle 
shaped containers. The containers have words like Cosco, Hanjin, Maersk, Matson and K Line 
on the sides. These are the names of shipping companies. They own the container ships that 
transport or move goods around the world.  

 

Do you remember what import and export mean? Import means to buy something from 
another country. This could be food, timber or toys. Export means to sell things to another 
country. 

When goods are exported from one country to another, they are often transported on 
container ships. The exact same containers you see on a cargo or freight train. You may see 
"doublestacked” containers on some trains. One container is put on top of another. 
Doublestacking allows each train to move far more containers than a singlestacked train could. 
Freight trains move the containers to ports or to warehouses. Warehouses store goods until 
they can be taken somewhere else. 

The containers that are brought to ports are transported on ships that are called container 
ships, cargo ships or freighters. Big cranes are needed to put the containers on the ships and 
take them off again at their destination ports. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5qebWmWtGw&�
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Scalene Triangles 

Triangles have three 
sides and three angles. 
The angles are the areas 
colored in red. Angles are 
measured in degrees. 
The symbol for degrees is 
°. The degrees in a 
triangle will always add 
up to 180°.   

In an equilateral triangle, 
all the sides and angles 

are the same size. In an isosceles triangle, two of the angles are 
the same size. One is a different size.  

Scalene triangles have no equal or congruent sides. Congruent 
is a word that means the same size. All three angles must still 
add up to 180°. If you look at the degrees in the scalene triangle 
above, you will see that the numbers are all different. But all 
three still add up to 180°. 

55° + 80° + 45° = 180° 

 

Triangles 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUNxLGhFCqM�
http://www.brainpop.com/math/geometryandmeasurement/angles/�
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Musical Instruments: The Sitar 
 

A sitar is a stringed instrument. It is popular in 
Indian classical music. A sitar has more than 20 
strings. Players pluck the strings with a pick 
called a mezrab. The instrument is popular in 
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. It has also been 
used in American rock music. 
 
Ravi Shankar is one of the most famous sitar 
players. Shankar has written music for 
orchestras, ballets and films. Shankar taught 
George Harrison, from the famous rock group 
The Beatles, how to play the Sitar. The Beatles 
used the sitar in some of their songs. 
 

Solfege Scale 
 
A solfege scale uses the notes do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti and then back to do. The notes on a music 
scale correspond to the keys on a keyboard. Here are the notes on the scale: 

 
 
Here are the notes on a keyboard: 
 

 
 

You can practice the notes on a virtual keyboard.* 
 
* The virtual keyboard uses Flash, so it won’t work on an iPad. 

Sitar Players in Pakistan 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gWCiLexilY�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyv0gC8u8no&feature=related�
http://www.virtualpiano.net/�
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From 
 

The Frog Prince 
and other stories 

 
by Walter Crane 

ALADDIN AND THE WONDERFUL LAMP 

ALADDIN was the son of a poor tailor in an Eastern 
city. He was a spoiled boy, and loved play better than 
work; so that when Mustapha, his father, died, he 
was not able to earn his living; and his poor mother 
had to spin cotton all day long to procure food for 
their support. But she dearly loved her son, knowing 
that he had a good heart, and she believed that as he 
grew older he would do better, and become at last a 
worthy and prosperous man.  

One day, when Aladdin was walking outside the town, 
an old man came up to him, and looking very hard in 
his face, said he was his father's brother, and had 
long been away in a distant country, but that now he 
wished to help his nephew to get on. He then put a 
ring on the boy's finger, telling him that no harm 
could happen to him so long as he wore it. Now, this 
strange man was no uncle of Aladdin, nor was he 
related at all to him; but he was a wicked magician, 
who wanted to make use of the lad's services, as we 
shall see presently. 
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The old man led Aladdin a good way into the 
country, until they came to a very lonely spot 
between two lofty black mountains. Here he lighted a 
fire, and threw into it some gum, all the time 
repeating many strange words. The ground then 
opened just before them, and a stone trap-door 
appeared. After lifting this up, the Magician told 
Aladdin to go below, down some broken steps, and at 
the foot of these he would find three halls, in the last 
of which was a door leading to a garden full of 
beautiful trees; this he was to cross, and after 
mounting some more steps, he would come to a 
terrace, when he would see a niche, in which there 
was a lighted Lamp. He was then to take the Lamp, 
put out the light, empty the oil, and bring it away 
with him. 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/20437/20437-h/images/illus029l.jpg�
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Aladdin found all the Magician had told him to be 
true; he passed quickly but cautiously through the 
three halls, so as not even to touch the walls with his 
clothes, as the Magician had directed. He took the 
Lamp from the niche, threw out the oil, and put it in 
his bosom. As he came back through the garden, his 
eyes were dazzled with the bright-coloured fruits on 
the trees, shining like glass. Many of these he 
plucked and put in his pockets, and then returned 
with the Lamp, and called upon his uncle to help him 
up the broken steps. "Give me the Lamp," said the 
old man, angrily. "Not till I get out safe," cried the 
boy. The Magician, in a passion, then slammed down 
the trap-door, and Aladdin was shut up fast enough. 
While crying bitterly, he by chance rubbed the ring, 
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and a figure appeared before him, saying, "I am your 
slave, the Genius of the Ring; what do you desire?" 

 

Aladdin told the Genius of the Ring that he only 
wanted to be set free, and to be taken back to his 
mother. In an instant he found himself at home, very 
hungry, and his poor mother was much pleased to 
see him again. He told her all that had happened; she 
then felt curious to look at the Lamp he had brought, 
and began rubbing it, to make it shine brighter. Both 
were quite amazed at seeing rise before them a 
strange figure; this proved to be the Genius of the 
Lamp, who asked for their commands. On hearing 
that food was what they most wanted, a servant 
instantly entered with the choicest fare upon a dainty 
dish of silver, and with silver plates for them to eat 
from. 
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Aladdin and his mother feasted upon the rich fare 
brought to them, and sold the silver dish and plates, 
on the produce of which they lived happily for some 
weeks. Aladdin was now able to dress well, and in 
taking his usual walk, he one day chanced to see the 
Sultan's daughter coming with her attendants from 
the baths. He was so much struck with her beauty, 
that he fell in love with her at once, and told his 
mother that she must go to the Sultan, and ask him 
to give the Princess to be his wife. The poor woman 
said he must be crazy; but her son not only knew 
what a treasure he had got in the Magic Lamp, but he 
had also found how valuable were the shining fruits 
he had gathered, which he thought at the time to be 
only coloured glass. At first he sent a bowlful of these 
jewels—for so they were—to the Sultan, who was 
amazed at their richness, and said to Aladdin's 
mother: "Your son shall have his wish, if he can send 
me, in a week, forty bowls like this." He thought by 
this to keep what he had got, and to hear no more of 
Aladdin. But the Genius of the Lamp soon brought 
the bowls of jewels, and Aladdin's mother went with 
them to the Sultan. 

The Sultan was overjoyed at receiving these rich 
gifts, and at once agreed that the Princess Bulbul 
should be the wife of Aladdin. The happy youth then 
summoned the Genius of the Lamp to assist him; and 
shortly set out for the Palace. He was dressed in a 
handsome suit of clothes, and rode a beautiful horse; 
by his side marched a number of attendants, 
scattering handfuls of gold among the people. As 
soon as they were married, Aladdin ordered the 
Genius of the Lamp to build, in the course of a night, 
a most superb Palace, and there the young couple 
lived quite happily for some time. One day, when 
Aladdin was out hunting with the Sultan, the wicked 
Magician, who had heard of his good luck, and wished 
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to get hold of the Magic Lamp, cried out in the 
streets, "New lamps for old ones!" A silly maid in the 
Palace, hearing this, got leave of the Princess to 
change Aladdin's old Lamp, which she had seen on a 
cornice where he always left it, for a new one, and so 
the Magician got possession of it. 

 

 

As soon as the Magician had safely got the Lamp, 
he caused the Genius to remove the Palace, and 
Bulbul within it, to Africa. Aladdin's grief was very 
great, and so was the rage of the Sultan at the loss 
of the Princess, and poor Aladdin's life was in some 
danger, for the Sultan threatened to kill him if he did 
not restore his daughter in three days. Aladdin first 
called upon the Genius of the Ring to help him, but 
all he could do was to take him to Africa. The 
Princess was rejoiced to see him again, but was very 
sorry to find that she had been the cause of all their 
trouble by parting with the wonderful Lamp. Aladdin, 
however, consoled her, and told her that he had 
thought of a plan for getting it back. He then left her, 
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but soon returned with a powerful sleeping-draught, 
and advised her to receive the Magician with 
pretended kindness, and pour it into his wine at 
dinner that day, so as to make him fall sound asleep, 
when they could take the Lamp from him. Everything 
happened as they expected; the Magician drank the 
wine, and when Aladdin came in, he found that he 
had fallen back lifeless on the couch. Aladdin took the 
Lamp from his bosom, and called upon the Genius to 
transport the Palace, the Princess, and himself, back 
to their native city. The Sultan was as much 
astonished and pleased at their return, as he had 
been provoked at the loss of his daughter; and 
Aladdin, with his Bulbul, lived long afterwards to 
enjoy his good fortune. 
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